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THE SPECI kL EDUCATOR:
SPE(`IAL RESPONSES TO SPECIAL CONCERNS
by
Asa G. Milliards III

(Keynote address delivered to the Council of Administrators of
Special Education, International Convention, New York, NY, April
15, 1974 )

In a front-page column of the Washington Post on March 31,
1974. 1 found the following information:

.

-Children in Virginia's seven state training schools are
making less progress in reading and arithmetic for each
month they spend in school and many are falling farther
behind. The State's tirst achievement tests of these pupils
shows:

The poor achievement results in Virginia were recorded in the face of relatively high per pupil expenditures for academic and vocational education in
the training schools.
The tests results are discouraging also because specialists in the education of delinquent children regard

the average training school commitment of six to
eight months a rare opportunity to make a leap forward in a child's academic achievement levels."

David Kim 11ER February, 1974) stated:
"Research concerning classes for children with etiological-

ly more ambiguous handicapsthe educable mentally
Larded. mildly emotionally disturbed, and perceptually
handicapped reach quite different conclusions. Those
programs do not tangibly benefit their students, whose
equally- handicapped counterparts placed in regular
3

school classes perform at least its well and without apparent detriment to their normal classmates.
"it is indeed pa.radoxica' that mentally handicapped chil-

drn having teachers especially trained, having more

money t per capita) spt nt on their education, and being
enrolled in classes with fewer children and a program designed to provide for their unique needs, should be accomplihing the obiectives of their education at the same
or a lower level than similar mentally handicapped children who have )t had these advantages and have been
forced to remain in regular grades,"

This slice of our professional practice is its appropriate as any
other to illustrate the poverty of our profession when dealing with
the number one problem in education today. How do we change
educational practice so that students with equal potential have an
equal chance to grow regardless of racial differences? Why is it
that with all our man years of formal training which translates
into degrees and certificates, with endless man years of research,
with millions of dollars in resources, and with formally-stated COMto help all children to learn, the basic pattern of achieve11

ment among minority and poor children in our schools remains
unchanged'? Our professional language gives the illusion that prob-

lems are being managed. We hav'e talked about "target populations," "intervention strategies," "behavioral objectives," "parity,''
and yeseven "special education." And yet the pattern of minority
student growth remains intact.

Several clues to our continued frustration and delusions about
what run work can he seen. When Christopher Jencks let us of the
hook in suggesting that school learning contributes little to what he
define!. i0% success, some of us also felt relief that "it was riot really
our limit that minority children did so poorly. It was society as a
whole- What a relief after a decade of public criticism of schools
to have another explanation for school failure.
In special education, I hear the word "mainstreaming" as the
cornerstone of new jargon. And yet, I get the uneasy feeling that
we have been here before. The physical placement alone of a child
in the "mainstream" without re-definition of "deficit" or "handl....ap" and without a clear goal of helping students to be mainstream

rather than to he in the mainstream will simply be more of the
same. Naturally, some handicaps are real and require special strategies for help. You can't restore sight to the blind. But why don't
the numbers or proportions of students (particularly) minority students get reduced in special programs where "handicaps" can be

helped? Who/ zs our teaching effect? Are we doomed eternally to
tintim.g the same high proportion of minorities and poor in classes
for the retarded, educationally handicapped, or emotionally disturbed? If this is to be the case, then .what is 50 special about speeducatitm?

I have no desire or intent here to beat you across the head with
the catalog of ills for your or my therttputic purposes. I have sonic
hope that .things can be different Therefore, my look at us is intended to be both .diagnostic and prescriptive to the extent that that
is possible. I believe that many answers to educational problems
will become apparent if we have a clear view of what is really happening. This will help those who are willing and able to bite the
bullet and do a job. At that point, thine who are unwilling or unable will deserve what they surely will get. Therefore my discussion
here is in two simple pieces. What are our specific problems? What
are our resources for change?
Our Poblem.v

Pervasive patter of inequity, racism, and oppression in our culture as a whole impact upon the school environment as well as
what we may do as educators. However, we should be able to claim
some expertise in handling school effects. We are not responsible
for everything, but we are responsible for something. In that regard,
believe that the root of our problem within that domain over
which we exercise some influence is that we have mostly monolingual and nu inocultural educators in a multilingual and multicultural environment. No real progress is possible until this is changed.
I must spend some time to make this explicit for I find that many
educators will hear such a conclusion and relegate it to the realm of
rhetoric. This relegation is a frequently-used professional defense
mechanisman avoidance reaction in the face of what is seen to be
an overwhelming problem. Let's look at samples of our problem
under three categories: general, teach
General

skills, and curriculum.

Misassessment. The record of assessment in general and of minor-

ities in particular by our educational establishment in general has
been disastrous. It has been shot through with an irrelevant, unreal, and useless mechanistic and alomistic perspective stemming
from the American mechanical and economic models of reality. We
attempt to objectify subjective things to make them value free. Even
our professional writing style attempts to move the writer from the
first person to the third person, as if it were really possible to be
value-free objective. These theoretical perspectives have often left
5

products and results ,N,114'11 is hind II ht' 1n1)010/ "Unlit for 1111111;W Von

'rill 11)11t )1t. A st'oilli reason for the poor
assessment revord is the bias and pervading ethnocentrieisin

assessors themselves, not simply the instruments 11Neti. It be ?,,I)eAsilit' OW historical record e-titains clear and unmistakable leaps
and rushes to judgment especially Nvhere minority people are con
cerried. This is reflected in our "spetial education student population.

Evidence such as the Heber study in Milwaukee and others show
what skilled and inspired teaselling can do to make up for opines.
also
sion. Nt'Vt studies in cultural anthropology and linguist
show the assessment of those who see only. dk.ficits in minority chi],
dren to be incinlipt'tent. KVVII Mir common sense might lead us to
ask such basic questions as the following: Why do children all over
the world learn their native language at almost the same age? Why
are there no ditTerences aiming infants up to the age of two on tests
of ability? Why are there more Black males than Black females in

classes, for the retarded or educationally handicapped if
differences are racial, not sexual? Why do some teachers succeed
where others fail with the same groups of children? Why are untrained high school tutors in San Francisco Bay Area Schools able
to teach "unteachabh..." 'failing." "delinquent," "non-attending."
low I.Q., Black students to read two years and more above their
starting point in one year with Only :36 hours per semester of instruction when the schools could not do the job in seven or eight
years with all their resources? Why is there virtually nt# profession-

al literature on the any pockets of school success ( achievement )
with minority students? From Johntz Made County, Florida) we
can see that there is not only the problem of misassessment but also a prohIem of educators having selective perception of facts before
our very eyes. Broad attention to these and similar questions would
of ntvssity lead us to approach minority children in ways very different than when we start from hypothesized deficits.
As I see it, the common denominator for all of our assessment
failures is that at'sS(11's are estranged from the context which they
seek to measure. How else, for example, could a major research
corporation recently suggest that a Black child's I.Q. might be indicated by his ability to understand puns, a form of humor which
is clearly t to anyone who really knows or understands Black peo-

ple) alien and culture-specific to Whites. Only from those who
brought us such concepts as Columbus "discovering" America.
clink' he NO naively ethnocentric. No legitimacy can be given to
those educators who have not demonstrated an empathic experiential; understanding of the !minorities observed and an empathic un6

6

sA1,1,,,i, and clas..rtwis. Economists, many sociolo-

gt,1,, psvi tiologoa,., anti management type, have too long been
gp.tm the center tit the stage ti) talk about teaching, learning process-

die\ are ignorant of most relevant classroom data beyond
tilvir own es.piences as a student. their own unsystematically-exattuned um% l'ENIR
teaching- experience. or a tourist's wavy of
st hook and piotessiuu.11 kteritturv. Why list' would ,onwitric
es 44

'olema .Jencks. Mouniha 0, Jensen, or certain noo,educational1 e\perienced large research corporations for help in ui "lersi.: ding

scho))Is can help mint irities? Their bias Or iia, tie is bad
enough, but their dull and poverty-stricken domain of experience
how

raises the issue If their competence to deal with matters of how students learn. It must be another kind of avoidance of the real when
those of us who know schools give credence to such false prophets.
evample. Ml y do sit many of us recognize the' names above
and so few rt.ogni/e the names of Robert Williams, Robert Green.
W'n' kill Liht )v. Joan -floral', Marcus Foster. 'John Collier. William
ohnti. Richard Heber, etc. Your professional I.Q. expressed as a
ratio is equal the number of mallets you know in the first list divided by the number of names you know in the second list times one
hundred, t IF should %e simply move on? As special educators. you
t),r
not do research. However, all of us do consume and

depend upon research results, using them routinely in our daily

S1.1.0t Catligprirs, Labels, Classifications. When the system of
education as a whole systematically is incompetent to deal with minorities, confidence
treasured categories should suffer. What is

minimal brain dysfunction." really? What is an "educational
handicap, really? What are "emotional disturbances," really? I

submit tha, especially where minorities are concerned we have realonly described resultant behavior which is symptomatic of the
real problem %% hich e appear to define by the term applied but

do not define at all. The tangled description of our catchall category minimal brain dysfunction is the best example. Further, what
is "teaching." "learning." "supervision." "observation?" We need
to be held strictly accountable for our language. The main reasons
are. in addition to communication, that shoddy language is an in\ nation to the projection of an educator's ethnocentricism and the
labeling which results is oppressive to school children who become
its victims. Labels and categories must be more than ways of dividing up the turf. or the spoils, among ourselves. Building specialliations for the sake of professional protection cannot condone or
endure the t ppression which results from the application of meaningless or fully categories.

7

D and
"D and 11- Models. Harold Bordy one jokingly spiv
characteriiing much in the area of educational re,
R models
search which provides us with our essential information for de.' .ision
making. He suggested that in education. names and use of concepts
come first. Then. in typical cart-bfortstbe-horse fashion. research is
begun to tell what !xi-10,dd go under the MUlles Proceed with emreme
caution with new and old remedies in special education!
Teaching Skills. While for some this next characterization may be
painful. I believe that a useful conceptual scheme already exists for
looking at teaching skills. The scheme which 1 would choose ,he
re
scheme which we use fur looking at children's behaviors v.'
our principal clientele. Someone will protest that this scheme .s invalid when looking at teachers or other educators. I feel that it is

as valid fur us as it is fur the children which we serve. Perhaps a
few liberties will be taken in my interpretations. but I am deadly
e can talk of individual educators in the language of
serious.
special education categories in terms of -physical.- "mental." and
"emotional handicaps:" and under only one area of strength. if we
use conventional special education terminologyand I think that we
must.

Blind educatorsMost teachers fail to see V/ SU4i1 stimuli, distort
visual stimuli, or fail to integrate and interpret them properly when
viewing minority children. Ralph Ellison. in the "Invisible Man."
describes this phenomenon in rich clinical detail. The problem is
not that the Black man or other minorities was invisible, but that
the culture was either myopic or blind. With minority children, their
blindness includes "paralanguage" as well. Luther WeeTTIS ( 1974)
has spoken incisively on this subject. If teachers cannot "see" what
Luther Weems "sees" for each minority child in his or her unique
context, his competence must be in doubt:
"A behavioral pattern which blends the oral tradition and
the people orientation is the interactional pattern of 'call

and response.' This is a part of the oral aspect as welL
The most colorful example of the call and response pattern is found in the traditional, fundamentalist church
where the preacher's monologue is transformed into a lit-

any. You don't find situations where black persons are
sitting up dispensing wisdom and other blacks are passively absorbing it. It is an on-going interaction. At
least, you're saying: 'That's right,' 'Right on.' Arnen.'
'Get down.' Shut up,' Get out of here,' We don't want
to hear that,' Do it.' There is a communication that is
going on, a kind of litany that is going on. The black

church is a classic example of it; but the Civil Rights
days aren't that fur buck, and you probably save them
on TV, As !non as the black speaker got up in as rousing
emotional sort of way, it suddenly became a shared communication between all people presentit wasn't just the
speaker dropping ideas out. The same pattern is found
in most gatherings where emotionally stimulating communications are occuring. There is an on-going system

of verbal reinforcement. One characteristic which has
been observed to occur in clas room settings is the greater
con' ersational and die cussional pattern characteristic of
the black teacher/black student interaction. This alterna-

tive to the more passive requirements of the classroom
participation results in One of the most common complaints about the black child's behavior. One of the most
common complaints coming from non-black teachers of
black children is the alleged hyperactivity of black children. This hyperactivity has been theorized as being anything from inadequate impulse control to a diagnostic
index of organic brain damage. More frequently than
not. i: is an adaptive boredom in response to the low activity level of the traditional classroom; a revolt against
the passive absorption which is necessary for learning in

these settings.

The above represents a norm for some black children, even today.
This paralanguage. like language, is grounded in a cultural experience. True "sight" fur an educator can come only from immersion
in that experience.

Deaf educatorsTeachers of minority and poor children tend to

be hard of hearing and sometimes totally deaf. A practical example

was just given to one by a Los Angeles teacher who noted that
most of the treatment group who were being stn by specialists in
speech correction were minority students. Of these, upward to #S047;
were identified ass having problems of "articulation" where articulation often meant non-standard English pronunciation. Did you ever

try the t 1 in German or to pronounce the French word dim or
trilling the ( ri in Spanish? In addition to educators missing the
auditory message on diagnosis, alien educators often miss the messages which students send over and beyond what the teacher has
asked for.
M BD educatorsMinimal brain .iysfunction occurs in educators
as with kids. Afflicted educators may appear to the un-sensitized
eye to be normal in every way. And yet, unexplained and inappro9

\gill he apparent to the
pilaw responses tit en irlummital
dhignostiian, especiall hyperacto it. The pruhlein is that. like the
dti slunt-tiou ttt

11-Itei

tog qs 411 ipinction,

t

it velsais vi till

an JAW.

the eductor's behavior and the system

after -prothic-es disability.- More specificity could he given; but as
tilt' characteristic or this diagnostic category is its genet.,
al latk tit ttiiiinion dennit:on at this time. Nevertheless, we will con
tame to use it for educators as we do with our students,

Brain damaged ducatorsBram damage in educators is due to
niassi%e tfauma which may- be caused by extreme experiences such
as plat t'e'at ot the educator in a school in an unfamiliar cultural
setting. espet tally it it has minority children. Some remission may
be epected pro% itted long and skilled professional cure is provided
to the educator
Educator communicative disordersII is not at all .clear how this

ategor. divides. Some aspes are physical and others emotional.
mpioms are the educator's inability to establish rapport and
to establish linguistic contact with students. An especially poor
prognosis occurs 1t hen the educator so afflicted is unaware of the
t

illness. Such persons seldom respond to treatment.

Emotional handicapped educatorsWith emotionally handi-

capped educators. there are seldom presenting physical syn ptoms.
thert are patterns: ( 1) poor patterns of peer communicaIiitwex,
tion,
little or no informal communications with students. (3)
the punth% t' use of power in such things as assignments, grading,
rewards, attention. etc., and (4) bland lifestyle, etc.
Mentally retarded educatorsOnly a small percentage of educators are mentally retarded. When discovered, they should not teach.
Educable mentally retarded educatorsA slightly larger group of
educators are educable though retarded. Consideration should be
given to \x hther they should be handled at all, handled in special
institutions or classes, or should be mainstreamed.

Gifted educatorsApproximately two percent of our educators
can he considered as gifted. They should be carefully segregated.
for it is difficult to meet their needs in heterogeneous groups of educators.

Perhaps you feel oppressed by my application of these categories
to ,eduators. If so. you are like our students. If not. you are truly
disabled ee ith severe sensory impairment. However, I feel that we
must continue to use the oppressive categories for educators until
they are no longer inappropriately applied to our students. My
purpose With these examples is to burlesque the fact that the trouble-

shooting in our educational system usually focuses on the victim
and misses a vital part of the equation.

Currit'1110in a. a Suitt t. of our Problem What ate do in schools
designed t. serN e the m !';it a' cragt. Anwrican child. Contrary
to stated protessii mai ideology. ,4%e cantive that average child the
norm iet our a ulnae and pr..tess all student- in the same program.
Our school. hat a nt tlt.t. ntvd taF k ram :.ho and la here the stuyoaild he different place., liow does
dents ara It v.c did. sa
the '.kk 110'11 %Cr\ 1L

th *.t

1. Black people tend to prefer to respaind to and with
**(la:shahs- rather than to or with atmistie things. Enough
partitAllai* are 1%1crittt-d 1%1 gt a gvntTat N-01nt) of things.

There p- an Irnpatitnve :th unneces,sary specifics. Some-

seems that the predominant pattern for mainstrem America is the prtsatvupation with particulars
along \kith a eonea anitant loss of a sense of the whole.
times

it

There is the belief that anything can be divided and subdivided into
int't-t-!- and that these pieces add up
to a hole. There' 're. dancing and music can be taught
b the nUillhi:N. i.t un art Is :US menmo taught this way.
llll+ it v.hy
whItt never learn to dance. They are
too bus e!iunting and aria:\ zing
2. Black people tend to prefer inferential reasoning to
either deductite
inducto.e. This is related to item No.
1 abot e.
3.

131acii people tend to prefer approximations to ac-

cut at 1%1 "fifty decimal places- This is related to No.
ab(ive.

4. Black people tend to prefer a focus on people and
their atm the,. rather than things. The choice by so many
students of the helping professions such as teaching, psych+ dop social +:%ork. and so forth cannot be explained
;oh availability or case of curriculum.
3. Black people have A keen bermt of justice and are
quick to analyze and perceive injustice.
Ii. Black people tend to lean toward altruism, a concern
for one's felloA man.
7, Black people tend to prefer opportunities for 5tylistic
displa> Nithtn the parameters of what the reference group
thinks is hip.
.

N. Black people tend to prefer novelty and freedom.
Witness the development of improvisations in music,
styles in clothing. and so forth.
Blat k people in general tend ni ii to be language dependent. That is t'' say. there is a tendency to favor non-

verbal as v.rn c veral tommunkcation Worus
used as mut-h to set a mood as to cony e) specific data.
11 thew tiNNurTipt14.
ritzt:tittd gLt-c-,_-t are el: ett 'partially ac
vureitr,
vicar that tnc .+-tabots at tend most often are

unready to he helpful to rninx children
Resources for Chang(
Harlem noit hectiase

"7714' Net-i4rz11'

ers .i2re btu* no
ia

rtcrti a di`14),(..: :,#;t7r

teachers. Chou-t- art.
Name i)tttpir

1

Tilt%.

aft hart*

:4: ere t'cit4cal'ed h V the'

:074-

SChoOls do not have to btstudents. Spevial t-due-at rs
pact in po".illvt chrvil;ors..
atic NithitiOnN

r.4,

teachcizzldren were
to
the

Rrt-I-tt in. It1.4.70X 1

plat'-s that they are for minority
unicue psiti-ins to nave an im4.
problerris require sstemttfkr .acme hope:

t

1. A racially represemati e

staff..

not for the purpose

of benevolent affinnat1vc action but to enhance the capacity of schools to dt;u:
a.: n:;dren.. Minority staff are

likely to enrich p-erspectic. in cases where tenure prevents this enrichment. minority consltants must be utilized .n on-going programs on a regular basis.
2. There
ti .aysirfnat..ti; biinr.ness on the part of mainstream professionals tvgard.ng the matter of professional
literature and rt.-lazed literature by minorities. There can
be no forgiveness for the mainstream professional who
fails to consult this vital literature for ideas and for understanding of the minority perspecti:e. How long will
Dubois. Fanon. Robert \Vilna
Thomas Hilliard, Roben Green, Preston Wilcox. Jose Cruz. Charles Bustamonte. Tom Arcienega. Charles Willie. William Grier.
Andy Lillingshley. and 044 ler,
unreferenced. unread,
unused by so many educators who need them. Any seri-

ous professionals in special education who purport to
serve minority students art professionally remiss if they
fail to utilize this grtming resource of minority talent
3. Non- minority uriters with dvmonstrated expertise in
facilitating growth among minority popula!'ons or showing an understanding based upon dirt experiences must
also be read. There is no e:xcuse for functional professional illiteracy among us_
4. A growing number of minority professional associa-

Lion, or cauctises within regular professional associations
exist These otTer at direct p, not of contact for professionals in special education. Organizations such as the Black

Child Development Institute in Washington. D.0

.
The
National Association of Black Psychologists., the National

Nledial Association, the Association of Black Social
Workers. the Association for Non-White Concerns, and
the American Personnel and Guidance Association. the
Association of Chinese Teachers., La
Associations.
and many others too numerous to mention. should be a
part of the IA eryday repertoire of any seriuusprofessional
in programs for special education which serve large percentages of minority students. Personnel referral and bibliographies are iividable from these sources.
5. Especially in large urban areas where large numbers
of minority students are served, dirtrt continuing contact
111h professional and other community leadership is essential. It is especially important that the help of parents
in programs There classification and labeling is done be
assured.

Roles for LeadersLeader-administrators in *pet al education
have special responsibilities k here minority children are concerned
in light of some of the considerations which were discussed above.
Some of these special roles are as follows:
1. To act as advocates for relevant research and to improve the skills of teachers and parents in reading, under-

standing, and applying relevant rftearch. To refuse to
participate in or support research on minorities which
does not follow H£«' guidelines on informed consent.
2. Leaders must enlist the help of minority profession-

als and those who have had success in promoting the
growth of minorities, to diagnose and change curriculum
Ui line with what we know about our children.
:3. Leaders must insure that accurate pupil diagnosis

is done The most important contribution a leader can
make in this area is to look beyond the paper qualiticahurls of those who do pupil diagnosis to determine their
competence for working with minority children and to insure that only those who are qualified carry out these important tasks.
4. Leaders must insure professional responsibility in
the use of labels and categories. Specifically. time must be
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A

i al'.1tit- 11V f )(lit Ilk to ek aluate the contruct... cot red
to k labels and the setting in which labels arc applied to
insure the appropria ness of labels and ategAiries.
I Leaders must insure accurate communication with
children and ILirents regarding findings.
ti Leaders have a particular responsibility in the area
tf insuring quality control in the delivery of special edu
eation serk ices. In many ca ses. poor program results are

due less to the tact we don't know what to do than to
the tact we di)ii.t di) \A. hat we know. 1 ha Ve discovered
it ank teachers w hi) Nork with students in special educatitin .ind who carry the responsibilities of a specialist but
kk

hate not receh eti adequate training for their role.

Competent'!. kitil children must he demonstrated.
7 Leaders in1.0.1 111:+lav that no spetal educator works
al,tn in the abo% c. but has peel' feedback all along.
(*toll]
Die dell 1111Ii

ldtllt problems. and student

it .41)(4111

prospeos determine the kimuI it curriculum, the kind lf staffing,
the kind o, ek aluanon and training 4 if teachers which will occur. If
these important definitions are to be handled properly. they must
be til.itit h potpie t1 ho hake requisite skills and who value kids

who are different from theinsek eand ab(ive all. can be comfortable NA WI the differences. The school is not a factory. the school is
not a business. Vnlike businesses and factories, the essential functioing of the school is dependent. not only on technical expertise.
but on iitm prole-,..iona feel about the children that they serve. Inbenign neglect. or clinical detachment will guarantee failure. The special teachers which make special education special are
thi,se who t) rmg hot ii skills such as those mentioned above and
Nike. not fear, of the human beings they serve to the teaching encounter :ant thing less will make the special educator a part of the
problem rather than a part of the solution.
different
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